Freddie Poser for University Councillor
Proper Scrutiny, Real Accountability

What I’ll Fight For
As University Councillor I will fight to hold the leadership to account. My number one priority will be
that students feel safe and supported while here in Cambridge, which means tackling the clear
deficiencies in the safeguarding and disciplinary processes.

1. Real Support for Victims of Sexual Abuse
•
•
•

All sexual harassment and assault cases should be dealt with by the independent OSCCA
An independent, university wide review into disciplinary processes
Improved funding for the counselling service so victims get the support they need,
specifically for the Sexual Assault and Harassment Advisor

2. Real Accountability and Transparency
•
•

Regular publication of statistics like gender attainment gaps
Easily understandable summaries of the University’s budget

3. A Higher Quality of Education
•
•
•

University wide lecture recording
Better training and oversight of lecturers
Lobby for better pay for lecturers

4. A Greener Cambridge
•
•
•

Support the divestment campaigns
Fight to make Cambridge greener now by encouraging green procurement procedures
Work with JCRs to promote green policies at every level

5. A Fairer Cambridge
•
•
•

Push to reduce inequalities between colleges, including in education and bursar practices
Fight for increased support for students from low income backgrounds
Advocate for a continued commitment to broadening access across cambridge

Why Me?
I am a second year undergraduate at Gonville & Caius and I have real experience running campaigns
and holding people in positions of power to account.
I have worked with city councillors on campaigns like fighting the barrier on King’s Parade. I
frequently use FOI requests to scrutinise bodies, from colleges to borough councils. I also helped
Peter McLaughlin to examine and appeal the faulty NUS delegate election to make sure that every
student’s voice counted equally.
I will be there to look out for the interests of the students and will listen to you.

